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Heavy Duty Ramps Introduces Lockable Aluminum Underbody Toolboxes for
Commercial Trucks and Trailers
Weatherproof toolboxes are lightweight and available in six sizes.
KEWASKUM, WI – Oct. 6, 2021 – Heavy Duty Ramps, LLC, a manufacturer of lightweight aluminum
products to solve common loading, hauling, and transportation needs, introduces new lockable
aluminum underbody toolboxes for commercial trucks and trailers. Designed to store straps, tools or
equipment while on the go, they mount to the underside of flatbed, platform, step deck or dump trailers
and feature an open interior space.

Lockable Underbody Toolboxes
18x18x48; Part #: TC-181848; MSRP: $699.99
18x24x48; Part #: TC-182448; MSRP: $799.99
24x24x48; Part #: TC-242448; MSRP: $879.99
18x18x60; Part #: TC-181860; MSRP: $729.99
18x24x60; Part #: TC-182460; MSRP: $799.99
24x24x60; Part #: TC-242460; MSRP: $999.99

Each toolbox is manufactured from 1/8” thick aluminum sheeting and is robotically welded for superior
strength and durability. The interior opening’s rubber gasket creates a tight seal when the doors are
closed to prevent moisture, grime and precipitation from entering the toolbox. The cam lock mechanism
keeps items secure, and accepts a padlock (not included).
Polished Aluminum Door Options for 60” W Model
For 18x24; Part # DOOR-182460-P; MSRP: $159.99
For 24x24; Part # DOOR-242460-P; MSRP: $214.99
Stainless Steel Door Options for 60” W Model
For 18x24; Part # DOOR-182460-SS; MSRP: $224.99
For 24x24; Part # DOOR-242460-SS; MSRP: $299.99
All sizes of Lockable Underbody Toolboxes come standard with aluminum doors. The 60” W models are
available with optional polished aluminum doors, or stainless steel doors for an alternate look and
additional cost. The optional doors arrive ready to install.

Toolbox Mounting Brackets
For 18x18 toolboxes; Part # TBB-18-18; MSRP: $164.99
For 18x24 toolboxes; Part # TBB-18-24; MSRP: $159.99
For 24x24 toolboxes; Part # TBB-24-24; MSRP: $212.99
The Toolbox Mounting Brackets are manufactured from the same high-strength, lightweight aluminum
as the toolboxes, so they will not corrode or rust like steel. The mounting brackets include both a left
and right bracket. Pre-drilled mounting holes simplify the installation process, and a support brace on
each bracket adds strength.

About Heavy Duty Ramps, LLC
Heavy Duty Ramps, LLC, a division of MOTIS Brands, is a USA manufacturer of lightweight aluminum
products. For over 35 years, their loading, hauling and transportation solutions have grown to serve
multiple industries including commercial trucking, recreational and powersports, and military. Their
mission is to develop quality products that provide a safe and efficient work environment. With
proprietary and patented designs in their portfolio, Heavy Duty Ramps can manufacture the lightest
ramps with the highest possible weight capacity. Custom solutions are also available. For more
information, visit www.HDRamps.com.

